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$Bn 

The number of e-commerce stores

Top-5 countries  of private 
e-commerce stores



The share of marketplaces (world)



Forbes reported a 67% increase in "friendly fraud" 
("Did Not Receive" refund claims) between October 
2019 and October 2020. Another study from late 2020 
found that more than 1/3 of US and UK shoppers 
admitted to committing "friendly fraud", up from 8% at 
the start of 2020.

Plus, online payment fraud and chargebacks cost 
e-tailers an additional 1.8% of revenue. 
These losses are absorbed by responsible customers 
in the form of higher product prices. 

$Bn 

The growth of the return deliveries

"Friendly 
fraud",
"Wardrobing",
and return
abuse is a
$24bn/y
problem

The surge of online commerce has created a new problem - a 
huge number of returns and an increase in the level of abuse 
and fraud by buyers.

For example, on Amazon, the percentage of returns is 
10-15%, and in the categories of clothing and electronics - 
up to 44%.



Problems with the new rules: 

Sellers get a large amount of personal data for order fulfillment and must keep it secure and in 

compliance with new requirements



 Credenza 

TreeTalk Credenza is an e-commerce software that not only securely stores 
customers' personal data in compliance with sales channel policies and 
applicable laws (such as GDPR, CCPA, DPA, PIPEDA, etc.) 
but also facilitates the sharing and querying of depersonalized transaction 
information across sellers. 



👆 Credenza users can request and view the buyer credibility score, which is based on 
crowdsourced data gathered from all successful and unsuccessful transactions.



 Personal data issue solution

unstructured 
order data from 
different channels

splits the data into 
confidential part
and depersonalized 
digests

depersonalized 
digests are used for 
queries and reports 
to shared DB

all sensitive data 
is encrypted, 
securely stored 
on the user's 
device, and is 
never 
transmitted over 
the network, 
reducing the risk 
of security 
incidents.



Multi-channel integration

semi-automatic, 
or manual import



Automatic query and alarm

report from 
shared DB



 Personal data issue solution

different data 
encryption 
methods

splits the data into 
confidential part
and depersonalized 
digests

 rules for 

storage time for 

customer 

personal data 

for different 

sales channels



Our know-how allows you to write and query millions of non-indexed records 

rapidly, still maintaining ACID, thanks to the original no-SQL database of tree-like 

architecture.

Big Data processing



Competitors exhibit a common feature and 
disadvantage: the majority of them focus solely on 
payment fraud. This was important several years ago, 
but this problem is now effectively solved at the level of 
payment gateways (PayPal, Stripe, etc.).

The majority of competitors are online services that 
require personal data to be sent to their servers, which 
increases the risk of data leakage and violation of 
privacy laws.

Existing problem management: 



The cost of a monthly subscription to our service (€9.9 for Basic, €25 for Enterprise, and €50 for Premium plan) looks reasonable 
compared to average sales (and losses from fraud).
Premium plan users, who have a significant amount of sales, will get the additional opportunity to purchase special software that 
generates separate ratings and recommendtions for both their own (local) and common (crowdsourced) data.

Pricing
Basic Elementary Enterprise Premium

Price €9.9 €25 €50 CALL

Queries / month 300 1000 3000 unlimited

Queries / 
reports ratio

1 : 1 1.2 : 1 1.5 : 1 any

Basic features ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐

Packet upload ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐

Batch request ⭐ ⭐ ⭐

Local clients 
base

⭐ ⭐
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